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Summary

A tube wave filter based on semblance and correlation 

measures is proposed. It combines ideas from structure-

oriented edge-preserving filtering and correlation filtering. 

The former is used to predict the tube wave panel and the 

latter to reduce the potentially harmful effect on the events 

that must be preserved. As an illustration, the algorithm is 

applied to a seismic cross well data set. A comparison to a 

simpler but less well performing correlation-weighted filter 

is included for reference. 

Introduction

Tube waves are a common phenomenon in cross well 

seismic surveys. When a shot is excited inside a borehole, 

most of the energy stays inside the well and travels at a

velocity close to the water velocity. Such a wave is called a 

tube wave. Tube waves can also be excited in the receiver

borehole by incoming waves. When the tube wave is

scattered by irregularities in the borehole, secondary waves

are radiated into the formation that appear as low-velocity

events in the source and receiver gathers. From here on, we 

will refer to these events as tube waves. It is important to 

remove them from the data before reflection imaging or full 

waveform inversion is applied. 

As tube waves show up as nearly straight-line events, an 

obvious way to remove them is KF (wave number-

frequency) filtering. One problem with KF filters is that the 

cross well data are often aliased in the spatial direction. 

Moreover, this approach may destroy the first arrivals and 

remove part of the data that need to be kept. Tau-p filters

and median filters generally suffer from the same

drawback. Reasonable results can be obtained by time 

shifting the data in such a way that the tube waves become

horizontal events and then subtracting the neighboring trace 

if its prediction correlates sufficiently well with the data 

over a given time window (Houston, 1992). Flattening the

tube waves allows us to better handle the aliasing in the

space direction and because no Fourier transform is

applied, the filter is less sensitive to aliasing than the

classical KF filter. Nevertheless, our experience with this

filter was that it either left some tube wave energy in the 

data or destroyed other events in the data. Some results are

given as an illustration in Section 3. 

To improve the tube wave removal, we decided to 

implement a hybrid method by combining the advantages 

of structure-oriented edge-preserving filtering and the 

correlation-weighted filter. Structure-oriented edge-

preserving filters (Höcker and Fehmers, 2002) can predict

tube waves from the data in a robust manner. When we 

tried a filter of this type, however, it still somewhat harmed

the other events in the data, especially at the start of the

tube waves. To reduce this effect, we added a criterion 

based on a local correlation measure. The filter consists of

four steps:

1. flatten the tube waves in a receiver or source gather; 

2. predict the tube waves using ideas from structure-

oriented edge-preserving filtering and build the predicted 

tube wave panel; 

3. apply a criterion based on the local correlation between

the predicted tube wave and the data to build the final 

predicted tube wave panel; 

4. undo the flattening in the predicted tube wave gather and

subtract the tube wave panel from the data. 

These four steps must be applied four times to process a

data set: twice to remove the “up going” and “down going” 

waves and twice to process the receiver and the source

gather.

The method is described in Section 2. An example based on 

the Nimr data, recorded in a cross well experiment for

Petroleum Development Oman (Goudswaard et al., 1998), 

is included to illustrate the procedure. Section 3 is included 

for reference and shows similar results of less quality for

the simpler correlation-weighted filter (Houston, 1992). 

Algorithm and example 

The algorithm is presented here together with an example

for the receiver gather shown in Figure 1. The gather is

taken from the Nimr data set. It consists of 64 shots in one 

vertical borehole starting at 800 m depth with 1.9 m

spacing. The same number of receivers at the same depths

was used in another vertical borehole at 130 m horizontal 

distance from the first. The data for shot nr. 59 have a

spectrum that is rather different from that of the other shots, 

Figure 1: Common receiver gather. 
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and were therefore removed for the present study. The data 

are sampled at 0.1 ms. A common receiver gather for 

receiver nr. 59, of all choices, is shown in Figure 1. The 

tube waves are clearly visible as diagonal stripes, 

particularly the ones from right upper part to the left lower 

part of the figure. Note that there is a reflection event, 

indicated by the arrow, starting at trace 40 and disappearing

around trace 56 at 50 ms, that is partly masked by the tube

wave, especially around trace 46. 

As the tube waves occur in both the shot and receiver 

gathers, and are “up going” or “down going”, the filter

described next needs to be applied four times. Each time,

the 4 steps outlined in the Introduction must be performed.

Step 1. The first step is to select a source or receiver gather 

and apply a time shift so that the tube waves appear as

horizontal events. Let the data be denoted by pm(t, zk) for 

either a source gather with source m and receiver k at depth

zk or a receiver gather with receiver m and source k at depth 

zk, as a function of time t. The data are first weighted in 

time to account for geometrical spreading. We use a

weighting function w(t) = (t-t0)
p. Geometrical spreading in 

3D can be compensated by p 1, but the tube waves 

generally have almost no decay in time, suggesting p 0

rather than 1. For the Nimr data set we have used p = 0 and

t0 = 0, i.e., no time weighting at all. The weighting is not 

crucial but may slightly improve the local semblance

measures used in the next step when a window is chosen 

that involves a not so small number of traces. 

The time shift is applied in such a way that the tube waves

appear as a nearly horizontal events:

),,(),(~
ktubekmkm zvztpztp   (1) 

with ),()(),( kmkm ztptwztp  and vtube the estimated tube 

wave velocity. Cubic interpolation is used for the 

computation of the time-shifted data. 

For the Nimr data, the result of applying this shift with 

vtube= 1480 m/s to the common receiver gather of Figure 1 is

displayed in Figure 2, using the minus sign in Eq. (1). Note

that we have only 63 traces because one shot was removed.

Figure 2: Common receiver gather after time shift.

Step 2. The second step is tube wave prediction, using

ideas from structure-oriented edge-preserving filtering. The 

tube wave is recognized by using a semblance measure.

Special care is taken to deal with abrupt truncation of the 

tube wave, which happens for instance near the first arrival, 

and for slight deviations from being horizontal. 

Consider a point for trace k0 at time tn = t0+n t, where t is 

the sampling interval. Define a window of 2nk +1 traces

centered on k0 and 2nt+1 samples centered on tn. A

semblance measure is given by:
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The semblance measure lies between 0 and 1. It is set to 1 

if the sums are zero. The limits kmin and kmax for k will be 

specified below. 

To account for variations in the estimated tube wave 

velocity, three semblance measures are computed: S0 as

above, and S+ and S for data that are time-shifted with a 

slightly different velocity. That is, the last two semblance

measures are computed for data 
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where , a slowness perturbation, introduces an additional

time shift. Note that Eq. (3) combined with Eq. (1) would

involve two interpolation steps; combining the two into one

interpolation step will reduce numerical errors. 

Given S0, S+, and S , we define a dummy variable , such

that S(0) = S0, S(1) = S+, and S( 1) = S , fit a parabola 

through these three values, and compute its maximum Smax

= S( max) on the interval [ 1,1] for . Given this result, we 

predict a value q(tn, zk0) for the tube wave by applying a 

median filter over interpolated data similar to those of Eq.

(3) but with max  instead of . This represents the

“structure-oriented” part of the method. 

So far, we have taken care of small variations in the tube 

wave velocities. To account for abrupt changes, we repeat 

the above three times with different ranges for k. A “left” 

range (L) is given by kmin = nk and kmax = 0, a “central”

range (C) by kmin = nk and kmax = nk, and a “right” range 

(R) by kmin = 0 and kmax = nk. Given Smax for these three 

ranges, we choose the prediction q as follows: 

- if S  take the prediction q),,max( max
R

max
LS

max
C SS C obtained 

for (C);

- else if ,S  take q
max

L

max

R S R obtained for (R);

- else take the prediction qL obtained for (L).

This represents the “edge-preserving” part of the method. 

Finally, if the semblance corresponding to the chosen 

prediction q is smaller than some threshold value Smin, the 

prediction is reset to q = 0. 
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Figure 5: Predicted tube waves in the original domain.

Figure 3: Predicted tube waves. 

Figure 6: Result after subtraction of the predicted tube waves. 

Figure 4: Predicted tube waves after correlation check. 

Figure 7: Filtered result for the full data set. 

For the Nimr example, we used nk = 8, nt = 9,  = 0.03/vtube,

S = 0.5, and Smin = 0.1. The result is shown in Figure 3. 

Step 3. Despite the “edge-preserving” character of the

previous step, the predicted tube waves still may destroy

the first arrival after subtraction. Therefore, an additional

correlation criterion is used. A correlation measure is 

defined by
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This criterion measures the correlation between the data 

panel and the predicted tube wave panel. The correlation is 

small when the most important event in the data is not the

tube wave. This may be the case, for instance, at the first

arrival. If the correlation is smaller than a threshold Cmin,

the prediction q(tn, zk0
) is set to zero. 

Finally, isolated holes and peaks q are removed by setting 

its value to zero if the left and right neighboring traces have

zero values, or setting its value to the average of the left

and right traces if its value is zero and both neighboring

traces have non-zero values. 

The result with Cmin = 0.3 is shown in Figure 4. 

Step 4. The time shift given in Eq. (1) is undone for the

predicted tube wave. This involves cubic interpolation of q.

See Figure 5. The result is subtracted from and the timep̂
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weighting by w(t) is undone. The result for the example is

shown in Figure 6. 

Steps 1 to 4 need to be carried out for all receiver and

source gathers, and for all “up going” and “down going” 

tube waves. The final result for the example is shown in

Figure 7. Note that the reflection event marked in Figure 1

has been preserved quite well and can now be followed 

over a larger number of traces, both in Figs. 6 and 7. 

Comparison to correlation filter 

Figure 8: Prediction obtained by the correlation filter. 

Figure 9: Tube waves predicted by the correlation filter. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the correlation-weighted 

filter did not perform as well as we would like. Here we 

show examples similar to the earlier ones, but now the 

correlation filter is used. This filter is similar to Eq. (4), but

the prediction is simply the left neighboring trace, except

close to the left boundary where we take the right

neighboring trace: 

).,(~),( 1knkn ztpztq   (5) 

The prediction is accepted if the correlation measure [4]

exceeds Cmin, which is chosen here as 0.4, somewhat larger

than the 0.3 used in previous section. The resulting

prediction is shown in Figure 8 and, after shifting back to 

the original domain, in Figure 9. The filtered result is

displayed in Figure 10. 

Conclusions

We have presented a tube wave filter that appears to 

perform well. It combines ideas from structure-oriented

edge-preserving filtering based on semblance with

correlation-weighted filtering. The structure-oriented

approach reduces the errors due to small variations in the

tube wave velocity. The edge-preserving approach deals

with the start of or abrupt changes in the tube waves. The 

correlation criterion reduces the chance of removing a 

“true” event during the subtraction. The filter is less

sensitive to the spatial aliasing than the KF filter, which is 

important because cross well data are often spatially

aliased. We have shown that the filter performs better than 

the simpler correlation-weighted filter, albeit at a higher

computational cost.

Figure 10: Result of the correlation filter. 

The filter has been successfully applied to a real data set. 

The tube waves were correctly removed without damaging 

the events that need to be preserved.

The method can also be used for wave field separation in

cases where the events that must be separated from the data

can be flattened. 
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